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1) Please consider the original timeline and deliverable targets. How is your project progressing
compared with the original estimates?
This drone and GIS curriculum project is progressing well. The fall semester courses were a success as students
greatly enjoyed the drone material. They also provided very positive results on course surveys on the lab
content.

2) How is spending progressing when compared with the original budget estimates? (You may also
choose to detail issues regarding access to funds in the next three questions).
I have had access to the drone equipment and software needed for teaching the fall courses as proposed.

3) Please provide feedback regarding your experience with the project execution, in particular any
issues or roadblocks you’ve encountered that may have been unexpected.
Finding a teaching space large enough on campus (e.g., open area) to work with the drones was a challenge but
was worked out. All else is moving along as planned.

4) What are your positive observations or pleasant surprises about your team’s interaction or
project process that might be helpful to other PI’s?
A pleasant observation was my students enthusiastic reception to the drone course content. It always feels like a
risk to teach lab material for the first time, especially with the battery and technical maintenance required for
these labs. Overall, it has been a major success based on student performance, what was learned, and sustained
student interest.

5) Please describe any challenges you’ve encountered working with your project team that you’ve
found solutions for that might be helpful to other PI’s.
A major challenge was maintenance of all of the teaching equipment (drones and batteries). However, I invited
students to act as partners in this teaching experience and had success with them taking ownership of their
drone equipment and data, including the technical maintenance. This actually added another valuable learning
experience and preparation for the professional FAA Drone Pilot Exam.


